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Abstract Stable isotope analysis provides a power-

ful tool for describing the energetic pathways in a

variety of ecosystems. However, isotope ratios of

animal tissues can be altered by preservation methods,

potentially leading to biased estimates of energy

pathways when they are not taken into account. Here,

we investigated the direct preservation effects of

formalin, ethanol, NaCl, and drying on the d13C and

d15N of fish muscle tissues, as well as the ultimate

effects on the reconstruction of the energy pathways.

All preservation methods, except drying, had signifi-

cant impacts on d13C and d15N values. The effects of

preservation appear to be highly taxa-specific and no

significant time-dependent variations in nearly 2-year

duration of preservation. d13C and d15N values were

generally changed dramatically within the early stage

of the preservation process and became stable over a

relatively long-term preservation. Using an isotopic

balance mixing model, the isotope-based food web

reconstruction reveals that, without preservation cor-

rection, the importance of the pelagic energetic

pathways for the fishes could be misestimated, except

for the drying preservation. These results highlight that

preservation can bias the interpretation of food web

reconstruction results.

Keywords Carbon and nitrogen � Preservation �
Food web reconstruction � Trophic relationships �
Energy flows

Introduction

Stable isotope analysis (SIA) in food web studies is

now common, and the consistent measurement of

isotopic signatures at the individual, population, and

species levels can be used to determine the trophic

position and energy source of organisms within food

webs (e.g., Sierszen et al. 2003; Yeager and Layman

2011; Hornung and Foote 2008). Routinely, the stable

nitrogen isotope ratio (d15N) of consumers is elevated
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by about 3–4% relative to their food sources during

trophic transfer (Post 2002). The stable carbon

isotope ratio (d13C) exhibits little or no trophic level

enrichment (0–1%) and is used to identify the

sources of primary production for consumers (Vander

Zanden and Vadeboncoeur 2002; Xu et al. 2008). For

example, distinct d13C values of pelagic, benthic, and

terrestrial sources are transferred up the food chain,

and the consumer d13C values can then be used to

estimate source contributions (Hecky and Hesslein

1995).

Widespread interest has been focused on the

alteration of ecosystem structure and function

induced by natural and human activities. Using

SIA, the change in trophic level and the pathway of

energy flow were reported, suggesting significant

ecological disruptions in food webs (e.g., Perga and

Gerdeaux 2003; Schmidt et al. 2009; Solomon et al.

2008; Vander Zanden et al. 1999). However, many of

studies suggest that small isotopic shifts can be

associated with large ecosystem disturbances over

long periods of time. For example, Perga and

Gerdeaux (2003) found the changes in the d13C of

whitefish determined from a scale collection were

only within 3% although the data extended over the

recovering period from eutrophic to oligotrophic state

of Lake Geneva. Meanwhile, although interpreting

isotope values from the same study with the same

treatment method is reasonable, the effects of differ-

ent sample preservation methods prior to analysis

may preclude the comparison of results from inves-

tigations differing in time and space (Barrow et al.

2008; Syvaranta et al. 2008; Ventura and Jeppesen

2009). Therefore, the effects of different preservation

methods on stable isotope values of the archived

samples should be a concern because this may affect

the reconstruction and interpretation of the changes in

past food webs (Barrow et al. 2008; Kelly et al. 2006;

Syvaranta et al. 2008; Ventura and Jeppesen 2009).

Many studies reported the effects of sample

preservation on a variety of aquatic organisms,

including fishes, benthic invertebrates, and zooplank-

ton (e.g., Barrow et al. 2008; Bosley and Wainright

1999; Kelly et al. 2006; Ventura and Jeppesen 2009).

The reported isotopic shift is typically small (within

2%) and comparable with the isotopic shifts observed

in ecosystem reconstruction using the isotopic signa-

tures of archived sample material (Pruell et al. 2003;

Solomon et al. 2008; Wainright et al. 1993). Previous

studies have shown that the effects of preservation on

stable isotopes depend on organisms and preserva-

tives and are often inconsistent and variable (Barrow

et al. 2008; Kelly et al. 2006; Schmidt et al. 2009;

Syvaranta et al. 2008, 2010). These methodological

inconsistencies inhibit our ability to appropriately

pool data across studies and may adversely affect

data interpretation within studies.

Despite the relatively high number of studies

describing the effects of preservation substances, the

question of their ultimate effects on the interpretation

of the energy pathways of organisms has not been

addressed directly. Thus far, very few studies have

considered the potential influence of preservation

effects on ecosystem reconstruction. Therefore, the

main objective of the present study is to explore the

potential effects of preservation on the estimates of

energy sources in a food web. To this end, we first

investigated the effects of drying, formalin, ethanol,

and salt (NaCl) on d13C and d15N of fishes with

different trophic positions. These four preservation

methods were chosen based on the consideration that

these methods are easy to access in the remote areas

where electricity and high-power apparatuses are

usually not existed. Second, we determined whether

any species-specific or time-dependent changes can

be observed in the d13C and d15N of fishes with

different preservation treatments. Finally, we used an

isotope mixing model to reconstruct the energy

pathways for each of species to illustrate to what

extent the common archived materials used for stable

isotope analyses will affect the reconstruction of the

changes in ecosystem structure and function.

Materials and methods

Fish sampling

Adult fish samples of Chinese perch (Siniperca

chuatsi Basilewsky 1855), bighead carp (Hypoph-

thalmichthys nobilis Richardson 1845), and grass

carp (Ctenopharyngodon idellus Valenciennes, 1844)

were collected by fishermen from the Mushan area of

Lake Chaohu in Anhui Province, Central China, in

December 2003 (Xu et al. 2007); the samples were

then immediately taken to the laboratory for cleaning

and processing (Xu et al. 2005, 2007, 2008). Chinese

perch is a piscivorous fish in a benthic–pelagic
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habitat; bighead carp is a planktivorous fish in a

pelagic habitat; and grass carp is an herbivorous fish

in a benthic habitat. We chose these three fish species

because of their distinct energetic pathways in the

lake food web. Three individuals for each fish species

were obtained to test the preservation effects. A filet

of dorsal muscle (white muscle) was removed from

each individual, cut into pieces, and placed into

10-ml-acidized glass bottles. White muscle tissues

have been shown to be representative of the overall

stable isotope values in fish (Hesslein et al. 1993) and

are widely used in isotope ecology (Post 2002;

Vander Zanden and Vadeboncoeur 2002).

Preservation experiment

Samples were divided into those that were dissected,

dried (60�C to a constant weight), and analyzed

immediately upon collection, which were used as

the control samples to be compared with all

preserved samples (hereafter ‘‘the control’’), and

those preserved using four treatments by drying

(oven-dried at 60�C to a constant weight and sealed

in desiccator with silica gel), or immersed in ethanol

(70%), formalin (4%), or in supersaturated NaCl

solution at room temperature for 13, 31, 63, 99, 127,

165, and 625 days. After each preservation treat-

ments had completed, samples, except for the drying

treatments, were carefully rinsed in distilled deion-

ized water for 1 min before oven-drying at 60�C to

a constant weight for SIA. The samples were ground

to a fine homogenous powder using a mortar and

pestle. The mortar and pestle were acid washed and

dried to prevent cross-contamination between

samples.

Stable isotope analysis

The isotopic composition of the carbon and nitrogen

in the samples was analyzed using a Carlo Erba NC-

2500 elemental analyzer coupled with a Delta Plus

(Finnigan) isotope ratio mass spectrometer via con-

tinuous flow II interface. Global reference materials

were carbonatite (IAEA-NBS18) and graphite (IAEA-

USGS24) for d13C and ammonium sulfate (IAEA-

USGS25 and IAEA-USGS26) for d15N. On a daily

basis, an internal working standard, urea (d13C =

-49.44%, d15N = -1.53%), was used for both d13C

and d15N analyses. Three to six measurements of each

sample were taken using the mass spectrometer to

calculate the final carbon and nitrogen isotope com-

position of 20% samples as replicates. To ensure

consistent calibration of the instrument, standard

materials were analyzed at an interval of about 10

samples. Blank samples were run through the instru-

ment after every 5 to 10 samples to clear the system of

residual gases (i.e., carbon dioxide). The analytical

error for replicate samples was approximately ±0.1%
for d13C and ±0.2% for d15N.

Mass balance modeling

Large-body primary consumers are considered less

sensitive to temporal fluctuations of the isotopic

compositions of primary producers and can reflect

the base of benthic and pelagic food webs, providing

an isotopic baseline for estimating energetic path-

ways of higher trophic level consumers in lake

ecosystems (Cabana and Rasmussen 1996; Post

2002; Vander Zanden et al. 1999; Xu et al. 2005,

2010). Therefore, surface-grazing freshwater snail

Bellamya aeruginosa and filter-feeding freshwater

clam Corbicula fluminea, which were sampled

simultaneously with the three fish species used here

and experienced the same way of pre-treatment as the

controls samples in this study, were used to quantify

the isotopic baseline for benthic and pelagic ener-

getic pathways. The stable isotope values of these

end-members (or baselines) are reported in a previ-

ous study on this lake (Xu et al. 2007). The d13C

values of the three fish species studied here were

converted into proportions of pelagic and benthic

energetic pathways with a Bayesian isotopic mixing

models using the software SIAR (Parnell et al. 2010).

When calculating mixing models, SIAR takes into

account the natural variation and uncertainty in both

the sources and the fishes and generates robust

probability estimates of source proportions. Trophic

enrichment factors for carbon and nitrogen along the

trophic transfer are set as 0.4 and 3.4% as suggested

by Post (2002).

Statistical analysis

Mixed model approach was selected to investigate

factor effects and interactions among them. In this
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model, preservation treatment, species, and time were

set as fixed factors, and the individuals of each

species were set as a random effect. A Bonferroni

pairwise comparison tests were used to prevent the

prevalence of false positives after testing for data

normality and variance homogeneity. To test the

effects of the preservation method and preservation

time on the stable isotope values of different fishes, a

one-way ANOVA was selected with Bonferroni

pairwise comparison tests after testing for data

normality and variance homogeneity. The Bonferroni

multiple comparison test was also used to check

whether the four preservation types of the three fish

species caused significant changes in the d15N and

d13C of preserved fish samples. These analyses were

based on the difference between the individual

preserved samples and the individual control sam-

ples. All statistical analyses were performed using

SPSS 17.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc. 2009).

Results

Trophic level and energetic pathways

The d13C and d15N values of all species as control

samples were ranged from -27.2 to -23.2% and

from 12.6 to 16.5% (Fig. 1). According to the d15N

values, herbivorous grass carp (13.1 ± 0.4%) and

planktivorous bighead carp (13.3 ± 0.1%) occupied

a relatively low trophic level compared with the

piscivorous Chinese perch (16.4 ± 0.1%) (Student’s

t test, P \ 0.010 for both). Chinese perch and grass

carp had similar d13C values (-23.9 ± 0.9 and

-24.1 ± 0.4%, Student’s t test, P = 0.336), whereas

bighead carp exhibited significantly lower d13C

values (-26.4 ± 0.7%) than both Chinese perch

and grass carp (Student’s t test, P \ 0.010 for both).

Both d15N and d13C values indicated that differences

in energetic pathways could be expected in these
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interested fish species, compared with the pelagic and

benthic baselines (10.5 ± 0.7% and -22.4 ± 0.4%
for snail Bellamya aeruginosa; 8.5 ± 1.5% and

-29.82 ± 0.5% for freshwater clam Corbicula

fluminea).

Effects of different factors and their interactions

Mixed model was selected to investigate the effects

of different factors (fish species, preservation type,

and time) and their effects on d13C and d15N values

(Table 1). The main effects caused by the preserva-

tion type were statistically significant for d13C values

(df = 3, F = 62.6, P \ 0.001). The main effects

caused by the fish species were statistically signifi-

cant for both d13C and d15N values (df = 2, F =

369.8, P \ 0.001 for d13C and df = 2, F = 1,858,

P \ 0.001 for d15N). Nonetheless, the preservation

effect caused by time is non-significant for both d13C

and d15N values (see Fig. 1). In the second-order

interactions, the preservation type and time of

interaction are significant for d13C values (df = 21,

F = 2.156, P \ 0.005), reflecting the highly diver-

gent behavior of different preservation types along

different preservation time. The preservation type and

fish species of interaction are nearly significant for

d13C values (df = 6, F = 2.077, P = 0.058). This is

reflected in the highly divergent patterns of different

fish species preserved with different preservation

methods. No significant interactions were found in

the interaction between preservation time and fish

species (df = 14, F = 0.731, P = 0.742 for d15N and

df = 14, F = 0.171, P = 1.000 for d13C), and in the

interaction among preservation type, time, and fish

species (df = 42, F = 0.520, P = 0.993 for d15N and

df = 42, F = 0.141, P = 1.000 for d13C).

Species-specific and time-dependent isotopic shift

in different preservation types

Compared with the control samples, one-way

ANOVA detected the significant impacts of preser-

vation types on d15N and d13C of Chinese perch,

grass carp, and bighead carp. Significant impacts of

preservation on d13C of grass carp are df = 3,

F = 22.28, P \ 0.001; d15N and d13C of bighead

carp are df = 3, F = 7.970, P \ 0.001 and df = 3,

F = 27.119, P \ 0.001, respectively; and d15N and

d13C of Chinese perch are df = 3, F = 13.318,

P \ 0.001 and df = 3, F = 11.041, P \ 0.001,

respectively. Multiple comparisons with Benferroni

correction indicated formalin were significantly dif-

ferent from all other preservation methods for carbon

isotopic shift in three fish species (Table 2). One-way

ANOVA indicates that preservation time (from 13 to

625 days) did not significantly affect the difference

in stable isotope values between control and pre-

served samples. Therefore, we gave a general view of

the evident impacts of preservation types on shifts in

d15N and d13C of Chinese perch, grass carp, and

bighead carp with averaged preservation shifts (dif-

ference between preserved and control) of all indi-

vidual of each fish species in each preservation

methods at each time (from 13 to 625 days) (Fig. 2),

Table 1 Mixed model of preserved fish samples’ d15N and d13C among fish species, preservation time, and preservation methods

(significance at P \ 0.05)

Source d15N d13C

df (I) df (II) F P df (I) df (II) F P

Preservation type 3 12 2.287 0.131 3 192 62.60 \0.001

Preservation time 7 188 1.030 0.411 7 192 0.305 0.951

Fish species 2 188 1,858 \0.001 2 192 369.8 \0.001

Preservation type 9 time 21 188 0.914 0.573 21 192 2.156 \0.005

Preservation type 9 fish species 6 188 0.555 0.766 6 192 2.077 0.058

Preservation time 9 fish species 14 188 0.731 0.742 14 192 0.171 1.000

Preservation type 9 time 9 fish species 42 188 0.520 0.993 42 192 0.141 1.000

Error 192 192

df (I) numerator df, df (II) denominator df
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showing the either increased or decreased isotopic

signatures in different preservation types and fish

species.

Energetic pathway quantification

The mixing model reflected differences (Fig. 3) in the

contribution of the pelagic energy pathway for grass

carp (22–41%), Chinese perch (6–54%), and bighead

carp (37–75%) before they were preserved (control

samples). One-way ANOVA indicates that there are

significant differences among the preservation meth-

ods for the percentage of pelagic contribution of

Chinese perch (df = 4, F = 66,461.90, P \ 0.0001),

grass carp (df = 4, F = 161,152.41, P \ 0.0001),

and bighead carp (df = 4, F = 169,742.39, P \
0.0001). Compared with the situation of unpreserved

fishes, multiple comparisons indicated that formalin

preservation generally significantly increased the

importance of the contribution of the pelagic energy

pathway in grass carp (36–47%), Chinese perch

(32–44%), and bighead carp (74–85%) (P \ 0.001

for each fish species). In contrast, ethanol and NaCl

preservation significantly decreased (about 5–20%)

the importance of the contribution of the pelagic

energy pathway (P \ 0.001 for each fish species of

each treatment). Estimation based on the stable

isotope values of drying samples showed that the

pelagic contribution of grass carp, Chinese perch, and

bighead carp were 27–35%, 18–31%, and 50–65%,

respectively, and had no significant effect on the

Table 2 ANOVA multiple comparisons of the preservation shifts of the four different preservation methods on d15N and d13C of

each fish species compared with values from control samples (Dd15N and Dd13C)

Preservation methods Formalin Ethanol NaCl Formalin Ethanol NaCl

Dd15Ngrass carp Dd13Cgrass carp

Ethanol 1.000 \0.001

NaCl 1.000 1.000 \0.001 1.000

Drying 1.000 0.414 1.000 \0.001 \0.05 0.288

Preservation methods Formalin Ethanol NaCl Formalin Ethanol NaCl

Dd15Nbighead Dd13Cbighead

Ethanol \0.05 \0.001

NaCl 1.000 0.172 \0.001 0.284

Drying 0.071 \0.001 0.521 \0.001 \0.01 1.000

Preservation methods Formalin Ethanol NaCl Formalin Ethanol NaCl

Dd15NChinese perch Dd13CChinese perch

Ethanol \0.01 \0.001

NaCl 0.504 \0.001 \0.001 1.000

Drying 0.078 \0.001 1.000 \0.01 0.691 0.980

Significance at P \ 0.05
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contribution of the pelagic energy pathway of all fish

species.

Discussion

Although the preservative effects on the stable

isotope values of organisms have been widely

tested (e.g., Barrow et al. 2008; Kelly et al. 2006;

Sweeting et al. 2004; Syvaranta et al. 2008), our

study emphasizes the less studied species-, time-,

and preservative-dependent shifts of d13C and

d15N in archived ecological specimens, and their

consequences for comprehensive descriptions of

historical food webs using stable isotope analysis.

Our preservation experiment, which lasted nearly

2 years, indicates that dramatic changes in stable

isotope have occurred in three freshwater fishes

preserved in liquid chemicals, although the low

number of replicates might, to some extent,

influence an evaluation of the preservation

impacts. The estimation of energetic pathways

shows that preservation shifts in isotopic signa-

tures can cause misunderstanding, approximately

20% in maximum, on the importance of energy

from the pelagic pathway of fishes with different

trophic position.

Chemical preservative-dependent shifts

of d13C and d15N

The stable isotope values of ecological materials can

be shifted by chemical preservatives because of

specific mechanisms, including the removal of solu-

ble organic tissue constituents, such as lipids, acids,

sugars, and salts, the addition or binding of distinct

carbon from preservatives, and the contamination

resulting from preservation (Arrington and Winem-

iller 2002; Barrow et al. 2008; Edwards et al. 2002;

Kelly et al. 2006; Sarakinos et al. 2002). However,

the scales and direction of these reported effects of

preservatives on both d13C and d15N have been

highly variable and even contradictory (Barrow et al.

2008). Therefore, using various organisms, many

studies addressed the significance of possible preser-

vation effects for chemical preservatives, such as

formalin, ethanol, formalin–ethanol, salt, lugol, etc.

(e.g., Arrington and Winemiller 2002; Barrow et al.

2008; Syvaranta et al. 2008, 2010; Ventura and

Jeppesen 2009).

Our results show that the d13C values of every fish

species preserved in formalin were depleted with an

average about -1% relative to their controls. The

negative shift of d13C has been similarly documented

in previous studies and was suggested to be a formalin

uptake effect by tissues (Arrington and Winemiller

2002; Edwards et al. 2002; Kelly et al. 2006; Mateo

et al. 2008). Formalin increased the d15N values in our

experiments, which can be attributed to the hydrolysis

of isotopically light proteins in the high-protein tissue

(Sweeting et al. 2004).

The effect of ethanol preservation over time was

also evaluated by several studies. Some studies found

that ethanol preservation could significantly alter

stable isotope values (Barrow et al. 2008; Kaehler

and Pakhomov 2001; Ponsard and Amlou 1999;

Sarakinos et al. 2002), whereas other studies reported

no significant effect on d13C and d15N (Barrow et al.

2008; Gloutney and Hobson 1998). We found signif-

icantly increased d13C (0.7%) and d15N (0.4%)

values in three fish species preserved in ethanol,

suggesting ethanol could cause changes in achieved

samples during long-term sample preservation

(Barrow et al. 2008; Sweeting et al. 2004). Therefore,

before using archived samples with ethanol to recon-

struct the historical food web, the effects of ethanol

preservation on stable isotopes are suggested to be

tested for the interested organisms.
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Preservation in a saturated NaCl aqueous solution

or in salt is suggested as an alternative when freezing

or drying is impossible or inconvenient during field

sampling (Arrington and Winemiller 2002; Barrow

et al. 2008; Ponsard and Amlou 1999). The short-

term storage in saturated NaCl solution is docu-

mented to have no effect on either d13C or d15N

(Barrow et al. 2008; Ponsard and Amlou 1999).

However, preservation in saturated NaCl solution was

also reported to cause positive shifts on both d13C and

d15N compared with the controls (Arrington and

Winemiller 2002). In the current study, the effects of

NaCl as a preservative varied with species and time.

d13C and d15N of three fish species preserved in salt

had significantly positive shifts (0.5 and 0.2%,

respectively), and thus preservation effect on

achieved samples preserved in aqueous NaCl is also

needed to be considered before using saturated

salt preservation (Arrington and Winemiller 2002;

Barrow et al. 2008).

Drying-dependent shifts of d13C and d15N

Freezing and drying are the most common non-

chemical preservation methods in stable isotope

ecology. In this study, we evaluated the long-term

effects of drying on the stable isotope values, because

this method is easier to accessible during the

sampling in remote areas than the freezing and

freeze-drying. We found that isotope values from

samples preserved by drying for each species in the

preservation times were not significantly different

from the controls. This is comparable with the

freezing and freeze-drying methods. For instance,

some studies that evaluated the effects of freezing

found non-significant shifts in isotope values (Glout-

ney and Hobson 1998; Kaehler and Pakhomov 2001;

Sweeting et al. 2004), while other studies found that

both d13C and d15N were significantly altered from

the control (Barrow et al. 2008; Dannheim et al.

2007; Feuchtmayr and Grey 2003; Syvaranta et al.

2010). Based on these results, drying seems to be the

most suitable preservation method over extended

periods, compared with the significant bias caused by

chemical preservatives, such as salt, formalin, and

ethanol preservation, and even freezing methods

(Barrow et al. 2008; Kaehler and Pakhomov 2001;

Syvaranta et al. 2010).

Species-specific shifts of d13C and d15N

Species-specific shifts of d13C and d15N in our study

were significant. Our results, together with many

studies, documented the different effects of preserva-

tives in different species, which resulted in the

unpredictable patterns for different species (Barrow

et al. 2008; Kaehler and Pakhomov 2001; Kelly et al.

2006; Sarakinos et al. 2002; Vander Zanden et al.

2003). Given the observed differences among species,

an appropriate and universal correction factor for

differently preserved species based on these data is

not recommended. Although the biochemical pro-

cesses involved in the species-specific variability are

not fully understood, different rates of removal and

addition of organic constituents in different species

during the preservation likely facilitate the changes in

stable isotope ratios (Arrington and Winemiller 2002;

Barrow et al. 2008; Edwards et al. 2002; Kelly et al.

2006; Sweeting et al. 2004). Nonetheless, the data

presented here illustrate the potential pitfalls of long-

term species-specific preservation and suggest that

preservation effect on stable isotope values of organ-

isms should be evaluated separately when using

different species in food web reconstruction studies

(Barrow et al. 2008; Kelly et al. 2006).

Time-dependent shifts of d13C and d15N

Our preservation experiment, which lasted nearly

2 years, provides additional evidence on the shifts in

stable isotope values in fish tissue with different

preservation methods. It is reported that the preser-

vation time affected the stable isotope values, which

typically exhibited dramatic changes in the early

phase of the experiment and remained relatively

constant with prolonged preservation time (Edwards

et al. 2002; Sarakinos et al. 2002; Sweeting et al.

2004; Syvaranta et al. 2008). In the current study, the

preservation time showed no significant effects on the

variation of stable isotopes, indicating that the long-

term preservation does not increase the variability of

the shifts in isotope values of archived samples.

Given that the preservation process generally occurs

within the early days or weeks of preservation, the

estimates of the preservation effect derived from

short-term studies might be unsuitable for application

to the samples that have been preserved for much

longer time periods, such as years (Vander Zanden
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et al. 2003). Therefore, when the long-term archived

samples are supposed to be used in retrospective

study of historical food webs, the correct factors for

stable isotope values are suggested to estimate from

preservation experiment of a relatively longer time

(Sarakinos et al. 2002; Sweeting et al. 2004; Vander

Zanden et al. 2003; Ventura and Jeppesen 2009).

Preservation effects on quantifying the energy

pathways

Our estimates of consumer energetic pathways with

SIAR provide a new perspective on the preservation

effect on food web reconstruction using stable iso-

topes. Our study demonstrates that without preserva-

tion correction, the energetic contribution from the

pelagic pathways to the fishes were significantly

misestimated (about 5–20%) for the specimens that

preserved in chemical preservatives, including NaCl,

formalin, and ethanol. Accurate estimates of the

achieved samples are critical for distinguishing

whether the changes of energy flows in the consumer

high up the food web are due to the ecological change

or simply to preservation shifts in stable isotope values.

However, the drying preservation showed no signifi-

cant changes in the pelagic percentage of energy for all

three species, indicating that this method could be

suggested as a suitable way of sample storage for long-

term stable isotope ecological studies. These results

showed that depending on the preservation method,

significant changes in diet estimates can already occur,

which require caution when translated into ecologi-

cally meaningful shifts in trophic interaction and

energetic pathways. Alternatively, the presence of the

correction factor of isotopic shift would help us verify

and explain the ecological implications of small

variations in isotope ratios in historical reconstruction

(Schmidt et al. 2009; Solomon et al. 2008; Vander

Zanden et al. 2003). For achieving the correction

factors, one option is suggested to review the related

preservation effects on stable isotope values based on

previously published experimental studies quantifying

the effects of tissue preservation on isotope values

(Schmidt et al. 2009; Solomon et al. 2008; Vander

Zanden et al. 2003), and the other alternative option is a

pilot preservation experiment considering the factors

of species, preservation type, and time comparable to

museum specimens (Barrow et al. 2008; Kaehler and

Pakhomov 2001; Syvaranta et al. 2010).

Conclusion

In conclusion, we propose drying as a suitable

preservation technique for isotopic analysis of fish

muscle tissue. Our study suggests that although

preserved samples may be suitable for ecological

investigations based on stable isotope analysis, the

evaluation of preservation effects on isotopic signa-

tures is needed to understand the scale and direction,

time dependence, and species specification of isoto-

pic shifts in different preservation methods. Such

studies can be helpful in determining the suitable

correction of the isotopic signatures of preserved

specimens, improving the reconstruction and inter-

pretation of the changes in past food webs.
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